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Alexander I & Napoleon being ”Midwives” to ”Miss” Finland,
And dates 7/7 1807 and 7/14 1776, Finland and USA!

Y

es, that is true, as when they, the two most
powerful men and Emperors at that time,
met in Tilsit, East Prussia, at 7th of July 1807
to decide about the new borders of Europe,
among them the fate of Sweden, from which
they separated its eastern province, that we
now know as Finland, Napoleon giving it to
Alexander in exchange for the membership
of the Knights of Maltese Cross, what a game,
what a deal, but who won?
But let us begin anew. The head of the
Stuart family of Scotland, who had been
the Master of the World for Maltese Cross,
had died in Florence at January 1807, and
Alexander!, the Emperor of Russia inherited
the title because he, or rather his blood was,
from the Gottorp Royal family from Germany,
and so he was allowed to exchange “gifts” with
Napoleon, who had been mad because his
blood was not “clean” enough for the membership. He wanted Sweden, that had been
his enemy and rival, but said that he doesn´t
need it’s eastern province, so you can have
it, if I get the membership of Maltese Cross!
(As we can see, everything is for sale in this
world, if the price is right, but this was a good
deal, for Alexander and Finland)
Now we have to point to the date of that
agreement, it was 07,07,07, which is the Jack
Pot, in the Black Jack, and Alexander suddenly had three sevens in his hand, so he won
the Jack Pot, (Jihoo!) but Napoleon lost everything, later, as he had to give up his post

of being the most powerful man in Europe,
along with his army, but from that date on
Alexander was the boss in Europe. Later he
had the pleasure of leading his army to Paris,
even two times, driving Napoleon into oblivion. Now the date 7/7 1807 is kind of lucky
birthday to Finland, and we celebrated its
200 years three years ago, together with Ior
Bock, since nobody else seemed to have noticed it at all.
Also that date, 7/7 is a very powerful day, in the old Roman calendar, it is the
“Ancillarum Feriae” day, a day when women
had a “day off”, among themselves, even the
women slaves had free day, to practice their
shady witchcraft deeds, next day being the
day of Goddess Vitula (Finnish word, meaning vagina) and at the oldest Root language
calendar of Finland, it is the day (Klas) of the
seed of Noakh! So the “Maid” Finland got
her seed from Uncle Noakh, and Alexander
I, the Emperor of Russia, and Napoleon, the
Emperor of France, were the “midwives” to
pull the new baby out, by “Caesarean section” (khi,khi) No other country in the whole
world have ever had such a powerful “trio”
to help it’s coming to a nation, as Finland
had earlier been just as an eastern province of Sweden, (famous only for it’s witches)
from 1050 till 1807. Still about that day, in
Rome there was the “official” fig tree at the
Fig Tree Temple, and it’s priestesses had to
collect branches from the Bock-fig tree to get
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its flowers pollen by the very small insects to
produce figs, and Romans went in company
to the temple of Venus to have a picnic there, eating vagina shaped cakes! Wham! (We
here in Finland still eat them, from very old
time, the vagina shaped Carelia pies, rice in
the middle, they are very good tasting, popular too, and what if you put a mixture of
butter and eggs (meaning sperm) on them
too, mmmmm!) Alexander I had been born
1777. Those name days and date numbers
were very important then, also in Finland. To
study our Root-Finnish calendar is the same
as studying the ancient history.
Sweden was without a king then, and
Napoleon offered the Count and Marshal
Bernadotte for them as a king, and they agreed. The present King of Sweden is still of
the same family. Then at 1808 Alexander himself lead his troops to Finland, taking it over
quite easily, promising “ten good and nine
beautiful” to us, and he kept his word too, we
were allowed to keep our language, religion,
laws, money, just everything. Finland began
to prosper under the tutelage of the Russian
emperors, as Finland was never annexed to
Russia itself, the emperors, up to Nikolai II,
kept Finland as their personal Grand Duchy,
they often spent a lot of their holidays here,
as it was easy for them to sail the short distance from St.Petersburg, which was the capital of Russia then, to the rich archipelago of
the Golf of Finland in where they didn’t have
to fear the assassins all the time, as in Russia.
(Name Finland since AD 862, when Russia
was formed as a state, around Novgorod, by
Finnish born king Rurik, who established the
Ivan dynasty in Russia, that ruled till 1580:s,
before that Vinland, still on some Dutch maps
as late as 1675 and 1700, “vin” meaning the
sperm) And by the last Catholic Bishop of
Sweden, Olaus Magnus, the Uncle Noah had
lived in Vinland, as written in his book “Carta
Gothica”, published 1539 in Venice.
Also Napoleon had insisted that Finland
should be made as a model country for
Europe, governed by Senate, and senators,

model taken from the United States, and of
the old Roman empire, for which Alexander
willingly agreed, he treated Finland with silk
gloves. He even sneaked into Finland, at
1825, after his fixed “death” at Asov Sea, and
lived here until 1854 with the Bock family,
when he was brought, again Incognito to the
monastery of Valamo, at lake Ladoga, where
he died at 1856, his grave being there, the
one without a name.
* * *
But there is still the “most juicy” part of the
pact Napoleon and Alexander made at Tilsit
at 7th July 1807. Such a pact had to be sealed
the most powerful way, so when being alone
in the tent, Alexander and Napoleon whisked
some sperm out of their phalluses, offering it to each other, to eat, what was the old
custom among the Maltan knights, (and in
Finland, for newborn babies, at name giving
ceremony) so the beginning of “Miss” Finland
smelled very much of such sweet Nectar and
Ambrosia! Wham!
Napoleon had earlier been mad for the
Maltan knights, destroying their premises in
Malta, so they had no place for their meetings,
but as Alexander was now “owner” of Finland
(up till 1825, after that Nikolai I, Alexander
II, Alexander III, Nicolai II) he realized that he
can use those islands in the Golf of Finland,
and he chose the biggest of them, naming it Hogland, having a plush casino to be
built there, and all the high Maltese and Free
Mason members, the kings and emperors of
Europe were coming there with their yachts
or navy vessels for their summer meetings.
No pressmen or Paparatzies were allowed to
sneak there. Only their wives didn’t like it, I
suppose, so they had plush villas to be built
in Helsinki and Hanko to have fun with gigolos in casinos, bathhouses and restaurants
that were also being built there (here), some
of them still standing.
That kind of role the Knights of Malta
have had in “creating” Finland, which got its
independence from Russia at 1917, at the
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same time when Lenin had had the Russian
revolution started, which was also the making
of the Gottorp family, as it was the General
Erich Ludendorff who fixed it, having brought
Lenin to St. Petersburg from Switzerland, with
own train and huge bags of money, Finland
being in that plan too, as a side show. Then
that second, and now “official” birthday of
Finland happened at the Nikolaus day, 6th
December, the day of the Santa, Lenin having to put his name under the Declaration of
Independence of Finland, but that’s another
story. Two birthdays, first with the Sperm of
Noakh, the second, by Santa Klaus, but that
“Klaus” being again the same as “Klas”, so ?
This is especially for my Americans
friends. I have had the honor of having resided in Canada and USA, at -50;s and -60:s,
(being milkman in crazy Hollywood) and now
learning that the 13th, the decisive man to
put his name on the founding paper of the
USA, the John Morton, being at the head of
Pennsylvania delegation, had Finnish ancestors. (His grandfather Marttinen had come
from Finland) Votes having had been even
6–6 before him, (he was late) so either to stay
with British, or being independent, he decided to give his vote for the independence

of The United States, 7-6 at Philadelphia, on
July 14th 1776. I am proud of him! So my
greetings from the land of Santa Claus (and
witchcraft) to the people of the United States
of America, we are tied together by some very
thin but extraordinary way!
But two Finnish related men, the King
Rurik, from Sigtuna, and John Morton, both
having had a decisive role in helping to form
both Russia, 862 and USA, 1776 is almost too
much, from the small Finnish nation, today
5.5 million strong, and over three million saunas. (And (?) witches) Vinland (sperm land),
by the way, had no borders, it stretched from
Atlantic till Pacific Ocean, there were very few
people living then.
Have you happen to see the Christmas
Greeting from the State Television (YLE) of
Finland which is being shown all over the
Globe, every X:mas, free, in which Santa is
leaving his cottage in snowy Lapland with
one Reindeer pulling his sleigh, with only two
sacks of gifts, how come, for all children of
the Globe? The answer is, they represent his
balls, full of seeds, for mothers, to have more
kids, all over the Globe, Jippii !!
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